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ABSTRACT

This thesis provides a student of Command and Control with a

compater simulation of a simple Command and Control (C2)

model. The simulation is a user-friendly, interactive.

proqram with multi-colored, high-resolution graphical

displays to illustrate the effect of C2 on a stylized,

simple, combat situation. A User's Manual is provided to

facilit&te the u•se of the simulation.
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There are m&Ey ccmbat simulations available at the Naval

Postgraduate Schcol, but few, if any, have a Command and

Control (C2) system as an integral part of the simulation.

Those computer simulaticns which. do employ a C2 system are

often complicateZ and difficult to analyze. The purpose of

this t-hesis is tc develop a simple C2 model, and a simula-

tion of the model, to demonstrate the effect of a Command

and Control syszem on a stylized, simple, combat situation.

A highly user-friendly, interactive computer simulation

iz used to graphically illustrate the etfect of C2 on

combat. To enharce the interactive aspects of the simula-

tion, a NMiTEK 9400 color graphics system having a high

r6soluticn graphics capability is used to display intermed-

iate and end-of-tattle results. All of the program's input

variables are explained during the simulation so that once a

user starts the program, he does not need a user's manual,

although one is irovided.

It is hoped that use of this simulation will provide a

user with insiqhts intc the effect of C2 upon the outcome of

conflicts. The user, by varying the amount of C2 and

9
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counter C2 used during a particular battle, should com --o

understand and appreciate the importance of C2, and how C2

decisions can eaEily change the outcome of a battle.

This paper explains a si-mple C2 model and how tht model

is implemented ir a computer simulation. The attrition and

movement of forces are ulso explained to aid the user i.n

understanding the combat portion of the simulation.

2hotograqhs are trovided to illustrate both the input and

output of the prcgram. Finally, a user's manual (Appendix

A) is provided. The user's manual provides the documenta-

tion needed to run the program and to add new subroutines to

cnhance the conprter sinlitation.

10
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A. GENERAL

The simulaticn uses a computrer generated, colcr graphics

playing board which represents a sectior. of land. TVe board

is divided into spaces (called hexes) in ode! -:u position

the playing pieces and to regulate their movement. The

playing pieces called units are made up of Red and Blue

forces. The stylized scenario pits a Blue deferndf.ng force

against an tdvancing Red force. At the beginning of the

simulation, the user initializes all of the i:i?: var;_ables'

values (approximately 40), determines the route the Rt-d

units will move along in theiz attack on the Bl'•e units and

then starts the conflict. At the end of the conflict, the

user can display the batdte results in a Fcrce vs Time

graph. After examining the end-of-battle resul~s, the user

may run the simulation again with the same initial valuies

for all the variables, or chanqes may be made to any vari-

able desired. The user can then run the simulation to

determine if the outcome of the conflict would have changed

as a result of changes .6n the initial value of the

variables.

11t
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B. THE PLATING EWARD

The computer generated, high-resolution color graphics

playina board represents a piece of ground. It is divided

into 68 hexes to regulate the movement and location of the

units. There are three types of hexes shown on the board

(see Figure 2.1) Hexes 26,33, 37, 56, and 63 are green 4n

coloc and represent forest, or woods. Hexes 17, 32, and 15

are magenta and iepresent towns or cities. The remaining

hexes are yellow and represent ordinary land (fields).

In the present version of the simulation the cities and

forests lave no effect on the forces or the simulation

results. However, it is envisioned that uombat iuiu1:

could be developed incorporating zhese features to allow -he

user to explore the effect of these features on command and

control.

C. THE PLAYING TIECES

There are twc types of forces, Red and Blue, used in ths

simulation. The Blue forces which can be composed of thr.e

types of units (see Figure 2.1)

*Bluie unaimed units represented on the board by the blue

letter U,

1
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*Blue sensor-aimed units represented on the board by mhe

blue letter A, and

*Blue command and control outposts represented on the

board by the blue letters BC.

The Red forces, cn the other hand, can be divided into two

types of units (see Fiqur= 2.1)

*Bed Main units represented on the board by the red

letter M, and

*Red counter-command and control units represented on

the board by the red letter C.

'2he letters representing the different units can have

any of five different sizes during the course of the battle.

At tne bqginnir.g of the simulation a-I the letters, except

for the hlue letter A, are full-sized, indicating the units

are at full strer.gth. As the unit's strength is deple-ted

(thru attrition) by decrements of 209 of the initial unit

strength, the si2e of the letter decreases. Thus in Figure

2.1, the red letter C indicates that the Red counter-command

and control unit has lost over 40% of its initial stzength

while the blue letter U indicates that The Blue unaimed unit

has lost over 80 of its initial strength.

13
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The blue letter A is the only exception. Af the begin-

ninq of the simulaticn, there are no Blue sensor-aimc-d

units. See Chapter IV for an explanation of why there tire

no Blue sensor-aimed units, and how to transform Blue

unaimed tc Blue sensor-aimed units. As the conflict

proqresses and Blue unaimed units are transformr.d into Blue

sensor-aimed units, the size of the blue let-ter A increases.

The letter A beccmes the next larger size when the Blue

sensor-aimed unit gains 20% of the Blue unaimed urLits,

initial strength. Also note, that as the Red units fire on

the Blue sensor-eimed units, the letter A decreases in size

because of attrition.

D. SEQUENCE OF ILAY

The simulaticn is made up of four phases each of which

the user is an irtegral part. The four phases are

(1). The user input

(2). Selection of the Red Forces' route of attack

(3) . The corflict simulation

(4). After-lattle analysis

1. The User_1 2ut

The first step in simulating the conflict is to

init.alize all of the program's variables. To do this the

15
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user is presented a menu on the RAITSK graphics display

titled 'Table of Variables and Current Values' (see Figure

2.2) in which all the variables have been initialized with

default values. During this phase, the user cant change any

variable's initial value. To change a value of a variable,

or to obtain an explaration of the meaning of a variable,

the user enters the variable's line number on the RA3TEK's

keyboard and presses the return key. For example, if :he

user desires to change the hand-to-hand combat range, he

enters the number 6 and presses the return key. The expla-.

nation of the variable hand-to-hand combat range is then

displayed on the screen (see Figure 2.3). The user nay

change the hand-to-hand combat range by entering a new

ranqe, or he can elect to leave the range at its current

value by simply Fressing the return key without pressizg any

other key.

At the beginning of the simulation, all the varia-

bles have initial values. If the user changes the value of

a variable, then that value becomes the default value for

all the remaininS siLulation runs for the session. This

capability allows the user to incrementally change a vari-

able, determine its impact on the outcome of the battle, and
14
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Figure 2.2 Table of Variables and Current Values.
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then change the value of another variable and not haveý to

re-enter all the previous changes which the user had aia'.

After al1. the variables have been initialized, the

user enters 99 and the second phase of the simulation is

entered.

2. SeleQior of the Red Focs!' Route of Attack

The second phase of the simulation is determining

the Red force's route of attack. In the present version of

the simulation, cnly the Red force is allowed to move.

Therefore, the user must plan a Red route of attack and

enter it in the computer. This is simplified for the uss:

through the use cf the trackball. The user designates all

turning points bj moving the trackball cursor to thz hex

where the turninc point is to occur and depressing the enter

key on the tracktall. (The Red force -travels in a straiAght

line from turning point to turning point.) When the user

has entered the desired path of the Red force, the cursor is

then moved into the red area at the bottom of the screen and

the enter key on the trackball depressed. (See Figure 2.4)

At this time, the program automatically finds the location

of the closest Blue Main force and ensures the Red unit will

move from the final turning point to within hand-to-hand

18
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combat Lange of the Blue Main force. (This feature ensures

the battle will terminate.)

?igure 2.4 shows two black circles drawn on the

playing board with a BC outpost at each circle's center.

The circle represents the approximate sensor range for the

BC outpcst at its center. If the Red force enters the

circle during its attack, the BC outpost will sense the

presence of the Fed force and this will allcw some of the

Blue unaimed (relatively ineffective) un-its to be trans-

formed into Blue sensor-aimed (relatively effective) units.

Therefore, the Red force should attempt to stay outside cf

the BC sensor rarge cr to travel on the fringe o:f the black

circle to lessen the effect of the BC on the outcome of the

con flict.

Once the route of attack has been selected and

entered into the computer, the battle simulation (phase

three) begins.

3. Ph

During phase three of the simulation, the Red units

attack and the Blue units retaliate. As the battle

proqresses, the computer-generated color displays of the

battlefield show the letters representing the different

20 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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units reducing in size as the units are depleted. Also, it

shows the Red unit's letters moving Across the playing

board.

In this phase, the user has an opportunity to

examine four status reports. The Red and Blue Force Status

reports (Figures 2.5 ani 2.6) give the exact location of

each force and tle strengths for each uni.t type as well as

the total strenqth for each force. Figure 2.7 shows the

Blue Sersor Outpcst Status report which provides the user

with the number cf assets remaining at -ach BC outpost.

Figure 2.8 displays the rangces between all the forces

involved in the conflict. The user ny examine any status

report by placing the trackball cursor over the letters of

the status report he wants to examine and depressing the

enter key. For "xample, the user could examine the Blue

Force Status repcrt by placing the cursor over the word

"BLUE" at the bottom of the screen and depressing the enter

key. When the user places the cursor over the letters

"ESODEL", the next game step of the simulation is displayed.

The displays provided during this phase of the simu-

lation allow the user to visualize what is taking place on

the battlefield. For example, the user can determine if a

22



unit is being fired upon by more than one opposinr.g unit QL

if a unit is dividing its firepower among all targetz Of

opportunity. The battle displays provide the user with

pictorial representations of the battle instead of columns

of numbers in a ;rintout.

When the force strengths of all the Red units, or

all the Blue fighting units, are equal to zero (ie, one

force has won the battle by annihilating the other) then th_

user enters phase four of the simulation by placing the

cursor over the letters "dODEL" and depressing the enter

key.

4. AzftB Ana2l§is

The final phase of the simulation is the Force v9:"

Time graph. (See Figures 2.9 and 2.10) This graph allows

the user to plot the force strength vs time of all the units

iztvolved in the tattle. It also plots the break points (a

user input) on zhe total flrce strength line (RTI, RT2, BT1,

BT2, and BT3). A total force strength line is the sum of

the units which form the force. For example, RT1 is the sumi
of RaI and RCC1, while BT1 is the sum of BUi and BA1. This

allows the user to hypothesize that the outcome would have

been different had the units retreated at their respective

*: * break points.

23
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Figures 2.9 and 2.10 are examples of graphs the user

can examine. ThE plctted lines are color coded and have

letters spacied along them to aid the user in determining

which line is associated with which force. The Red forces

all have red lines, the Blue Main forces have blue lines and

the BC outposts have black lihes. The letter associated

with each line is shcwn in thie blue menu area at the bcttom

of the figure. For example, the Red force's total strength

line, RT1, has tle red letter A spaced along it, while the

Blue force's total strength line, Bli1, has the blue latter G

spaced along it.

It shouie ber noted bv the user that there is a

maximum of 50 data points per line that can be plotted by

this routine. Tlerefore, if a battle simulation has more

than 50 gamp sters, only the first 50 data points will be

plotted.

The user selects the unit to plot by placing the

trackball cursor over the letters representing the unit and

depressinq the erter key. If the user wishes to clear the

screen and replot the forces, then place the cursor over the

words "'NEW PLOT" and depress the enter key. To terminateV this phase of the simulation, the user piaces the cursor

over the letters "RETURN" and depresses the enter key.

24



At this Voint in the simulation the user can either

return t• phase cne and start arother simulation, or exit

the program. If the user returns to phase one, all the

variables aze initialized to the value3s of the last simula-

tion run and the user may agaiu change any value of any

variable. Also, the user may use the same route of attack

as the previous !imulation, or may enter a new attack route.

I
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Figure 2.5 Ccmbat Simulation Showing Red Force Status.
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Figure 2.6 Coubat Simulation Showing Blue Force Status.
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Fiqure 2.7 Combat Simulation Showing BC Outpost Status.



Fiqure 2.8 Cotatat simulation Showinig Range B3etween Forces.
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13:1. AL~9O R

This section of the paper will provide the user vith a

very basic explaa~tion of a C2 model and describe the func-

tions of the C2 frocess. The simulation attempts to

incorporate all the functions of the C2 prccess and it also

tries to capture the time dependenca of the C2 information

in a combat situation.

The primary goal of any C2 system is to ccntrol a

hostile environment. To control th_ environment means

eithLn tv iaiiitain "Ile status quo between forces, nr to

obtain a more advantaqeous position, or to bring about a

successful .oncltsion to a confrontation or battle. In this

computer simulation, the goal of the Blue C2 is to bring

about a successful conclusion of a battle with the smallest

loss of assets pcssible.

The C2 proce-s is depicted in Figure 3.1. For a C2

system to be effc-ctive in controlling its environment, it

must first be able tc sense its surroundings and then

process the sensed data and compare these results with th_

"desired state of the envirnoment. After the comparison is

made, a C2 systea must be able to decide on courses of

32



action tending tc make the sensed state of the environment

and the Omsired state of the environment the same. Finally,

a C2 system must choose a course of action for its forces to

follow to achieve it's goal, ie, to bring the sensed state

of the environmer.t close to the desired state of the

env ironment.

sense }•

process

environment

act

Figure 3.1 The C2 Process.

'Not explicitly shown in Figure 3.1, but an integral part

of the C2 system, is the time ccmpouent for each function of

the C2 process. If the C2 system can not bring its forces

33



to bear on the ervircnment in a timely manner, then the

* battle may be lost before its forces have a chaace to act.
J&

The times associated with each of the functions of the

C2 process are stown in Figure 3.2. Ts is the time required

to sense the initiated hostile action. It will next take a

time, Tp, to process the sensed data and to pass the

processed data tc the comparision function where time Tc is

required to evaluate the data and pass it to the decision

function. The decision function will need a time Ta to

reach a decision and time, Ta, will be taken to prepare a

course of action and pass this choice to the forces.

Finally, the forces will need time, Tf, to impl&ment the

orders given. Therefore, the total time, Tt, involved in

the C2 process is

Tt = Ts + Tr + Tc + Td + Ta + Tf (3.1)

if one assumes a hosti-e action is initialed at time T1

and at time T2 the hostile action will stop the C2 system

from achieving its goal, then the sum of the times T. asso-

ciated with each function of the C2 process should be less
i4

than 12-Ti if the C2 system is to be successful.

I3



Figure 3.2 The Time Coumountns of the C2 PEoCess.
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IV. C2MOE

The previous section illustrated a very general and

simple C2 system, and pointed out that time plays an impor-

tant factor in tle C2 procss. For a computer program to

simulate the C2 Frocess, it must represent both the C2 func-

tions anC the tiue factor. This section will describe how

the simulation presented in this thesis represents the C2

process and some of the decisions which must be made by the

user. It is impcrtant to note that a particular combat

scenax deisczibed' 'Uc- foz lu~in Tihie basi.c Ideas

of C2-affected ccmbat, and the graphical display can, of

course, be extended to describe a variety of other inter-

esting situations.

A. THE OPPOSING FORCES

In the present specific scenario, there are two types of

opposing forces, Red forces and Blue forces. The Red force

attacks the Blue force with the goal of annihilating the

Blue fighting force to gain control of the territory occu-

pied by Blue. The Blue force, on the other hand, is

attemptinq to stcp the Red force's advance into Blue's

terrain.

36



The Blue force has the option of putting some of i-.s

resources into a C2 system. In the present scenario, the

Blue C2 force corverts "unaimed" (relatively ineffective)

Blue forces into "aimed" (relatively effective) Blue forces;

the latter wreaks greater attrition upon Red forces than the

former. The Blue C2 system could give the Blue force a

decisive edge duTing a battle depending on the decisions

made by the Red force and how well the C2 system opezates.

Presently, the Blue force has no couatar-command and control

(C-C2) resources.

The Red force, in the current simulation, has no

expii-.ci C2 assets but it 3oes have at its disposal C-C2

resources. These C-C2 resources can negate the C2 benefits

of the Blue force.

B. SINUIATING TEE C2 PROCESS

The Blue forces are composed of three types of units

1). Blue command cont.rol sensor outposts (Bc)

2). Blue unaimed units (BU) ind

3) . Blue sensor-aimed units (BA)

The first three function of the C2 process (ie, sensing,

processing, and comparing) are performed by the Blue command

and control senscr outpost (BC). The BC outposts have no

37
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fighting capability. They do have, however, sensors which

can detect the afproaching Red units. The BC sen-ors, as is

true of all senscrs, have a marimum detection range beyond

which the Red units are undetectable. When the DC outposts

do detect the Red units approaching, they process tLe data

and send information to the Blue Main force (311) which

allows Blue unaixed units (BU) to be transformed i-.to Blue

sensor-aimed units (B). The BA units are ther. brought to

bear upon the advancing Red units.

An expression was developed which gives the maxintu-

number of BU units to be transformed to BA unit"s durirg each

game step by eact. BC outpost for each Blue fighting foLce.

It expresses the maximum number of units as directly p9o~or-

tional to the amcunt of resources allocated to the BC

outpost and, directly proportional to the fraction of tim-

per game step that the BC outpost is turned on, ie, actively

searching for approaching Red units. It also expresses the

maximum number of units as beinq inversely proportional to

the distance the BC outpost is from the approaching Red unit

it is reporting cn (the larger the distance, the less accu-

rate the targetting iLformation) and, inversely proportional

to the distance the BC outpost is from the Blue fighting

force it is sending its report to.
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The maximum rumber of BU units which can be tzansfcrmed

into BA units at each Blue Main force by a single BC outpost

in a same step is calculated using the following formula:

BAMAX * (41)

1 + NGBC + RNGBLU#MVT- -EVT--i-

where

BA•IAX = maximum number of BU units that can be

changed to BA units during a game step;

TIMEON = tfe fraction of a game step during which

tfe BC sensor is turned on;

BC = the aweunt of resources a BC unit has

available during a game step;.

RIIGBC = thE tistance the Red force is from the

revorting BC unit;

RNGBLU = tle distance the Blue force is from the

reporting BC unit;

RDWT = the impcrtance the user places on the distance

the Red forc3 is from the BC linit;

BWT = the importance the user places on the distance

between the Blue force receiving the report

and the reporting BC unit.
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The value of the variables TIMEON, BC, RDWT, and BWT are

user supplied during the input phase of the simulation

discussed in Charter II.

RDWT and BWT weight factors can be assigned a value

between 1.0 and 10.0. A weight of 1.0 means the range

between the BC octpost and the force (either Red or Blue) is

the most important factor in the transformation of BU units.

A weight of 10.0 signifies that the range has little impact

on the number of BU units which could ba transformed. It

should be noted that once all the BU units have been trans-

formed tc BA uniis, the BC outposts do nothing further to

aid the EM forces,

In the present simulation, the BC outposts are consid-

ered to ba networked together. Therafore, if a Red force

enters the EC sensor range, the transformation of BU units

to BA units occuis for all Blue Main forces. During the

user input phase. the- variable BWT is entered allowing the

use to requlate the transformation rate at the Blue Main

units based on data received from distant BC outposts. If a

user places the EC outpost a large distance from a Blue Main

force and determines that BVT is very important (ie, 1.0 or

2.0), then fewer BU units would be transformed to BA units
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than if BWT was insignificant. The user should make a

trade-off betweer early detection of approaching enemy

forces and -he number of BU units transformed to BA units in

each game step.

Similarly, altering th- variable RDWT allows the user to

contral the tranformation zate of BU units to BA units based

on the distance the advancing Red force is from the BC

outpost. Increasing the impor-anc. of the range from the

Red force to BC cutpost means that the number of BU units

transformed durirg a qame step would be less if the Red

force was on the fringe c' the BC sensor range than if the

Red force was ditectly on top of the BC outpost.

The decision and action process of the C2 system are

performed at the Blue Main (BM) force. The BM force is

composed of both BU and BA units. Tha mission of the BM

force is to convert BU units to BA units. The goal of the

Blue force is to have as many BA units as possible when

fighting because the BA units have a much higher probability

of kill than do the BU units. However, both the BA unit's

probability of kill and the BU unit's probability of kill

are user supplied values. Therefore, the effect of the BA

units on the battle cutcome depends on the initial values of

the probability cf kill.
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The number of BU units which ar actua ly changw-i tc BA

units at each Blue Main force is ca.1lated using the

following equaticn:

BUCVT = BAMAX*(1 - exp(-STEP/(NBC*BTIME))) (4.2)

where

BUCVT the number of BU units converted .o BA units

at a Blue Main force

BAMAX = the sum of equation (4.1) for all BC units

reporting 'o a Blue Main force.

(There can be up to 6 BC units operating

at a time)

NBC = number of active BC units during the game s-•@

(If EC = 0, then BUCVT = 0)

BTIME = uie required by the Blue force to act on

the hostile -3ction taken by the Ue-1 force

STEP = numter of minutes in a game step

The value of the variables NBC, BTIME, and STEP arq use:

supplied during the input phase of the simulation. (The

user should be aware that equation (Q.2) is valid only for a

range of NBC between 0 and 6.)

In Chapter III it was stated that time was a very impor-

tant factor of a C2 system. Time is introduced into this
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simulation throuch the variable BTIME, BTIME represents the

time required foT the Blue force commander to convert his

unaimed units to sensor-aimed units. BTIME is the sum of

the time (ie, Tt of equation (3.1)) for each function of the

C2 process. The larger the value of BTIME, the smaller the

number of BU units which are transformed to BA units during

a time step.

Equation (4.2) also incorporates another important

aspect of command and control into the simulation. That

aspect is that more command and control is not necessarily

better than less command and control. The variable NBC in

equation (4.2) (the number of active, reporting BC out-post

duzing a qaae st p) can greatly influence the actual number

of BU units converted to BA units at each Blue Main force.

It is assumed that as more BC outposts report to a BM head-

quarters, it will take more time for the C2 system to

process the reports, decide on the required action and

cawui2ca ts that course of action to the forces in the

field. Therefore, as more BC outposts are added to the. C2

system, the system efficiency (ability to transform units)

will decrease. (It should be noted that i5. Blue adds more

BC outposts and EAMAX (from equation (L4..1)) does not
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increase, then ttis is a waste of valuable resources. Also,

the Blue force ccmmander must still process whatever infor-

nation the additional BC outposts are sending to him, even

if it does not help his fighting forces.)

One way to make the C2 system more efficient is to

lessen the amount of decision time (BTIME) required by the

Blue force commaLder. If, fcr each additional BC outpost

added to a C2 system, the time required to react to a

hostile action iz reduced, then the number of units trans-

formed in equation (4.2) would increase. This could be

accomplished if the user were to stipulate there was an

information filter being used by the Blue force commander.

Of course, the resources devoted to filtering information

should be at the expense of fighting units, ise, fewer BU

units at the sta:t of the battle.

A user has tc make a trade-off between the C2 system

efficiency and ersuring the battlefield is covered by his

sensors. If all avenues of approach by the Red force are

covered by BC sersors, then the Blue will at least have some

BA units when Red comes within firing range. Howerer, if

Blue does not cover the battlefield with his sensors, then

Red could conceivably attack Blue when Blue only has BU

units and thereby easily defeat the Blue force.
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C. THE HOSTILE YORCES

In this simulaticr the Red units are the aggressor

force. The Red force is composed of two types of units, Red

Main (RM) and Red counter-c cmmand ana control (RCC). The

Red Main units only attack the BM forces, ie, BU and BA

units. The RCC units attack the BC outposts when they are

active and withit range. If -here are no active, in-range

BC outposts, the RCC will join the flK force in attacking the

BM force.

The RCC units are designed to give the Red force an

opportunity to ccunter the C2 system if the Blue force.

They allow the Red force to prevent the Blue force !rou

converting unaimed units to sensor-aimed anits by reducing

the amount of BC resources (BC in equation (4.1)) available

at a BC outpost.

D. PRE-BATTLE DECISIONS

Several command and control (C2) decisions must be made

by both the Red and Blue forces prior to the start of the

con flict.

The Blue force C2 decisions include the following

factors:
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1. The number of Blue C2 sensor outposts that will

be deployfd (0 to 6) -

2. The placement of the BC outposts. The Blue torce

should ensure that as much as possible of the battle-

field is covered by sensors after considering loss of

processinc efficiency due to more BC outpost. |

3. The quantity of BC resources allocated to each BC

outpost. This decision directly affects the number

of units that can be transformed per unit time; it

also affects the number of fighting units the Blue

force starts the battle with. The Blue fighting

force typically begins with given resources, dn.

then, as assets are placed in the BC outposts, squi-

valent resources should be deducted from the Blue

fiqhting force. Allocation of resources between C2

and main fighting forces is a crucial decision for
Blue.

4. The fraction of a game step during which each BC

outpost will be turned on. This decision variable

affects bcth the Auaximum number of BU units which can

be converted, and the attrition rate for the BC

outposts The longer the outpost is turned on or
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active the easier it is identified and targetted by

Red C-C2.

5. The range of each BC outpost sensor.

6. The time (BTIME) required by the Blue force to

react to the hostile action of the Red force. (Many

of the trade-offs and issues discussed earlier should

be take irto account by the user when assigning a

value to this variable.)

7. The inportance the user places on the distance

the BC outposts are from both the Red units (RDWT)

and the Blu( fighting units (BWT).

8. The placement of the blue fighting units. (This

decision should be made in conjunction with deciding

a value fcr BWT.)

9. Blue firing doctrine: whather the BM units will

fire at orly the closest Red unit or will split its

firing equally among all the tar-ets within tiri-_g

range.

The Red C2 dfcisions inclvde the following factors:

1. The number of Red units which will be designated

as RCC units.7
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2. WhethEr or not the RCC will fire on only the

closest BC outpos-, or will divide its fire power

equally aiong all BC outposts within firing range.

3. The Red counter-command and control must also

decide in advance whether or Lot it will know if a BC

outpost's resources have been reduced to zero. If

the RCC will not know a BC outpost has been elimi--

nated, then it should continue firing on the

outpost's position. However, if the RCC will know

when it has eliminated a BC outpost, then it will not

need to target that BC outpost any further.

4. Red firing doctrine: whether the RM force will

fire only upon the closest BH force, or will divid.

its firepcwer equally among all BM forces within

firing range.

5. Red also has the opportunity to select its route

of attack and speed of advance. This could enable

the Red fcrce to stay out of BC sensor range, or only

bra within sensor range for a short time period and

attack the BM force when it only has unaimed units.

The other variables which the user must decide on are
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1. Weapon characteristics. The user must decide on

maximum firing range for both Blue and Red weapons

and the firing rate of those weapons.

2. Probatility of Kill. The user must assign prob-

ability of kill's for the Blue unaimed units, Blue

sensor-ailed units, and The Red units. (Rd and RCC

units havE the same Frobabiiity of kill.)

3. Hand-to-hand combat range. The user should

determine a distance at which the opposing forces

would no longer be able to fire their weapons at each

cther and would change over t- hand-to-hand combat.

All of the atove decisions can have a direct bearing on

the outcome of tte battie. By varying the above parameters

and analyzing the results of battles, the user should be

able to gain valuable insights into the effects of C2 and

counter C2.
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V.! I
I

I

The previous section dealt with the C2 process ani how I
it affects the fcrces involved. This section explains the

-cmbat portion of the computer simulation. It describes tne

attrition calculations for the forces, the differences 1
between the deterministic and stochastic versions of the

simulation, the tattle termination and the Red force

movement.

A. THE ATTRITION CALCULAT13NS

There are twc types of units represented in this simula- I

tion, unaimed and sensor-aimed units, and the attrition

calculations ara performed differently for each type of

unit. However. mhen two forces are firin9 at each othsr,

they are assumed to fire on each other simultaneously.

An unaimed force means there is no coordination

among the firing units. All of the Red force (both RM ard

RCC units) and the Blue unaimed units (BU) have no coordina-

tion. The expected Bed force attrition by Blue unaimed

units during a geme step is found using the following

equat ion:
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B111
BFR*STE

E (K)=RM 1-[I- (1/=R) (1-(1-BUPK*exp(-RNG}S) (5]1)

where

E(K) = expected numbsr of Red main units killed

by Blue unaimed (uncoordinated) firp

RM= the number of Red main units being fired upon

RNG = distarce from the firing BU units to the

receiving RM units

BUPK = Blue unaimed probability of Kill

BFR = Blue firing rate in rounds per minute
STEP = number of minutes in a game step

BU = the number of firing Blue unaimed units.

Zhe value of the variables RM, BUPK, BFR, STEP, and BU are

user supplied during the input phase of the simulation. The

value of RM and EU change during the course of the ba-_tle

due to attrition and, in the case of BU, can also change due

to the transformation from BU to BA.

Likewise, the expected Blue unaimed attrition by the

Red Hain units during a game step is found using the

following equaticn:-

RMI.

T ~BFR*STEPl]
E (K) =BUL- ý1/1tU) (1-(1-RPK*exp (-RNG)) (5.2)

where

E(K) = expected nutber of Blue unaimed units killed
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I
by Red Main fire

BU = the number of Blue uuaimed units being fired upon

RNG = distarce from the firing RM units to the

receiving BU units

RPK = Red probability of kill

RFR = Red firing rate in rounds per minute

STEP number of minutes in a game step

RM = the number of firing Red Main units

The value of the variables RM, RPK, RFR, STEP, and BU are

user supplied during the input phase of the simulation. The

Blue sensor-aimed units (BA) attrition is found by subsi-

tuting the value BA for BU in equation (5.2). The BC

outpost attrition is also found by using equation (5.2).

The value of BC is subsituted foz BU, RCC is subsituted for

BM and the value of RNG is the distance from the firing RCC

unit to the receiving BC outpost. The rationale for these

expressions is given in Appendix B.

2. cul2_1 rtjI~ a;63I§tj 2 A

The only aimed force in this simulation are the Blue

sensor-aimed units (BA). The BA units are receiving target-

ting information frcm the BC outposts which 4.icrease their

probability of kill.
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The expected number of Red units killed by BA during

a game step is represented as follcws:

if BA/RMS<1, then

(K) = BA*(1-(I-BAPK*exp(-RNG)) t*BFR*STEP) (5,3)

(r if BA/RM>1, tben

E(K) =RM* (1-(1-BAPK texp(-RNG) *•*(BFR* (BA/PM) *STEP) (5.4)

where

E(K) = expected number of Red units killed by BA

BA = number of tiring Blue sensror-aiiaed units

EM = number of RM units being fired upon by BA

RNG = distarce from the tiring BA units to the

receiving RM units

BAKP = Blue sensor-aimed probability of kill

BFR = Blue firing rate in rounds -er minute

STEP number of minutes in a game step

Both the equations (5.3) anid (5.4) assume that at

the beginninq of the game step each avaýilabil Red target is-

acquired and there is no opportunity to check for the effect

of a shot during the game step and change the aim point if

there was a successful kill. However, checking for kill, --

and change of target, is possible at time step termination. I'

(See Appendix B for the derivation of equlations (5.1)

(5.2), (5.3) and (5.4)).
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!
B. DETERBINISTIC VS STOCHASTIC VERSIONS

The user has the option of selecting etther a deterwin-

istic or stochastic 'ersion of the combat model. The user

selects the version cof the model by the variance variable

(line number 4) in the Table of Variables and Current Values

(see fiqure 2.2) If the user sets the variance equal to

zero, the deterministic version of the model is used. If

the variance is Sreater than zero, a stochastic combat mo&2

is in effect.

In either versiou of the simulation, an expected number

of kills (E(K)) for each type of unit (RN, 1CC, SU, BA, and

BC) for every gaue step is ca.lulated from "-g^uat.o ,

(5.-2) , (5. 3), or (5o 4). In the deterministic model, the

expected number cf kills (E(k)) for each game step is the I

attrition rate Ecr the force. In The stochasric ve:sion,I',

the expected numter of kills (E(K)) is used as a basis for

calculating the randcm ett-ition ratc ?-4 for the n-it. Thu

attrition rate A+ is found from the followiny equazions:

A+ = exp'ti W S*Z) (5.5)

where

0 1n(Y (K) -C .5(S) • (5.6)

S2  VAR1*•n .+1 /E(K)) (5.7)

and

! ' 5(4
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VAR = the variance as entered by the user

Z - is a random number from a normal (0,1) distribution

In fact, the stochastic attrition is governed by a log-

normal model. (See Appendix C for a derivation of equations

(5.5), (5.6), and (5.7)).

C. HMWD-TO-HAND COEBAT

Hand-to-hand or "close-in" combat takes place when a Red

force moves so close to a Blue force that neither of the

fcrces can fire their weapons at one another. The outcome

of hand-to-hand combat is determined by the number of forces

each side has at the beginning of the "close-in"0 comba-t.

The force with the largest number of units will win the

battle. The winring force is reduced in strength by the

number of units it fought against. For example, if a Red

force had a total of 90 units (60 RM units and 30 RCC units)

and a Blue force had a total of 60 units, then after the

hand-to-hana comlat, 30 Red uaiT7- would have survived.

(There would be 20 RM unit-s and i1 IRCC units.)

Th~e hand-to-hand combat calculatioins are as follows:

if the Red (RT) force outnumbers the Blue (BM) force

(RT>BM) * then

E - -( B)*Fj/RT (5.8a)

RCC = (R!i - EM)*RCC/RT (5.8b)
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BM=B=BUO. 0 (5. 8c)

and if the Red (ET) force equals or is outnumbered by the
I

Blue (BM) fcrce (RT•BM), then

BU (BM - Rl)*BU/BM (5.9a)

BA = (BM - RT)*BA/BM (5.9b)

RT=RM-RCC=O. 0 (5.9c)

where

RT = total r umber of Red units in hand-to-hand combat

PI= the nunber of RM units in hand-to-hand combat

RCC = numbez of RCC units in hand-to-hand combat

BM total rumber of Blue units in hand-to-hand combat

BU = the nuiber of bU units in hand-to-hand combdt

BA = the nuaber of BA units in hand-to-hand combat

The simulation. assunes that if a unit is engaged in

hand-to-hand comha+ during a game step then it

1) Can no+ he fired upcn by an opposing force during

the game steF;

2) The unit can not fire on any other opposing force

duriJnq the game step.

The hand-to-Land combat range is a use= supplied vari-

able during the input phase of the simulation.
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D. BATTLE TER5I3ATION

The battle is considered over when either all of the Red

force or all of the Elue fighting force is annihilated. The

forces can be elininated either through attrition or hand- -"

to-hand combat.

E. BREAK POINTS

The user can input a Red break point and a Blue bz.ak

point. The breaX points are not utilized dazring the battle

itself, but only after it is over, during the interactive

graphics portion of the proqram. Break points indicate to

the user at what point in time the ffrces would have broken

off the engagemert. The break points allow the user to

examine what effect breaking off the ergagemert at that

point in time would have had on the outcome of the battle.

F. FORCE MOVEMENIT

Tht present version of the simulation allows the Red

units the option of movement. The Blue units (both BM and

BC outposts) are stationary. The user can choose the posi-

tion of the BM ard BC outposts, but once these positions are

selected, they remain fixed during thce battle.

The user alsc selects the initial position of the Red

units. However, unlike the Blue unlts, the Red units can
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move across the lattlefie3d in any direction and at a use :

supplied speed. The user can specify up to 13 turning

points at which the Bed units change direction. After the'l

user has entered Red's final turning point, the program

automatically finds the location of the closest Blue Main

force and ensures that the Red unit will move -o within

hand-to-hand comlat range of the Blue unit. This fea-ure

ensures the battle will terminate.

The method used to calculate the distance a Red unit

Travels and its location is as follows. First, the distance

the Red unit would move during a game step is found using

-qUkation (5.1101 Then the d-stance between the Red unit-

(point A in Figure 5.1) and the next Red turning point

(point B in Figure 5.1) is calculated using equation (5,11).

If the distance is less than the distance calculated by

equation (5.10), the new coordinates of Red's location are

found using equations (5.12), (5.13).- and (5.14). However,

if Red would have travelled beyond point B, the distance

from point A to point B is subtracted from the distance

found in equation (5.10) and the Red unit is moved to point

B. The distance frcm point B to point C is then calculated

(equation (5.11) and compared to the distance the Red unit
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has left to zove. Again, if the distance Red has remaining

to moe is less than the distance between point B and point

C, the new coordinates of Red's location are found using

equations (5.12) , (5.13) , and (5.14). This process

continues until the Red unit has reached its final

destination.

5
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B(XB,YB)

C
(XC ,YC)

A
(XA,YA)

DST = SEEED * TIME (5.10)

LEN ý(XA - XB) (YA - YB) 2 (5.11)

ANG = TAN-1 (IYB - YAI/(XB - XAQ (5.12)

Xf = XA LEN * COS(ANG) (5.13)

Yf =A + LEH * SIN (ANG) (5.14)

whereI

Xf and Yf arf the final cocrdinates of the Red unit

DST = distance a Red unit travels during a game step

SPEED = Red speed of advance

TIME = numbe: of minutes in a game step

Points A, B, C are user specified turning points

Figure 5.1 Red Movement Equations.
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After completing the present version of the program, it

became obvious tlat several enhancements could be made.

Some of these improvements will be discussed in this

section.

A. TWO-PLAYER GAME

The simulaticr could be made into a true two-player

game. In a limited sense, the present version can be

considered a two player game since their are two opposing

forces and one player could make the Blue Iicisions and the

other player could make the Red decisions. However, it

"would be a much letter game and learning experience if both

forces had the opportunity to have the sam? type of units,

ie, Red with command and control outposts and Blue with

counter-command and control fcrces. By allowing both the

Red and Blue forces to hava equal capabilities, the combat

outcome would depend on how effectively a player allocated

his resources, where he initially positioned his forces, and

the strategy the player followed during the course of the

battle.
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I
In a true twc-player game, the concepts of secrecy anrn.

information hidirg cculd be incorporated. The information

displayed to eac1 player could be made dependent on his

sensor inputs. In this way, each player would be making

decisions based cn information obtained from his sensorE and

the accuracy of that information could be a function of the

amount of resources devoted to his sensor system and the

amount cf resourses his oppcnent allocated to counter-
I

command and contTol.

B. RE-SUPPLY OF FIGHTING FORCES

A further improvement would be to give both the Rsd and

Blue fighting foices an opportunity to re-supply. 'This

capability would enable the user to gain insight into how a

battle could be %on or lost through a timely decision on

when and where tc re-enforce the fighting units.

This improvement coul_ be made to the present version of

the simulation ard it could be incorporated into ths two-

player game.

C. NEW 7HANSPORhkTION RQU&TIONS

A user might also want to develop new, or refine the

present equations fcr transforming BU to BA units. It would

be interesting tc explore the sensitivity of battle results

to changes in transformation equations.
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In the presert simulation, the BA units have a higher

probability of kill than the BO units. A new transformation

might possibly ircrease the firing rate, or decrease the

attrition rate of the BA units by RM units, or be a combina-

tion of the three variables--probability of kill, firing

rate, and attrition rate of BA.

In this computer program almost any combination is

possible since all the variables are user defined and the

program's structure is modular. The user simply writes one

routine representing his new transformation equation and

inserts it in place of the old tru -[ouation routine.

D. DEVEIOPRENT CF COMBIT SCENIRIOS

A fourth enhencement would be the development of diffe-

rent combat scenarios to be played out in the simulation.

The new scenarios might incorporate the forest and cities

hexes which are cn the playing board but not presently in

use, or they might place restrictions on the two forces.

Having a variety of scenarios would allow tha user to

investigate the effect of ccmmand and control in different

situations. It iould give the user the opportunity to gain

insights into which parameters 6re more important (have a

greater effect) in the different situations. For example,
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in what kind of combat situation is the decision time of a

C2 system most irportant. One combat situation might be a 4

surprise attack, while another would be one in which the

sensors detect tle approaching opposing forces before they 4

opened fire. Or, if the restriction on the Blue force was

that for every minute under a seven minute command and

control decision time the fighting force was reduced 50

units, then how uany fighting units would the Blue commander

be willinq to give up in order to gain the e.xtra time and

supposedly hiqher transformation rate for his unaimed units.

If the Blue commander knew that the opposing force could

never mount a surprise attack, then the extra rime might not

be needed. In fect, it might be decided to increase the C2

decision time to 8 or 9 minutes and thereby gain extra

fightinq forces.

Many different scenari3s could be investigated to deter- -
mine the sensitivity of battle results to C2 decisions.
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USER'S MANUAL

A. IUTRODUCTION

This computer simulation demonstrates the effect of a !

Command and Control (C2) system on a stylized simple combat

situation using a simple C2 model. The program is interac-

tive and user-friendly utilizing hiqh-resolution color

graphics to display intermediate and end-of-battle results.

It is hoped that use of this simulation will provide a

user with insights into the effect of C2 upoL the outcome of

conflicts. The user, by varying the amount of C2 and

counter C2 used during a particular battle, should come to

understand and alpreciate the importance of C2, and how C2

decisions can easily change the outcome of a battle.

The purpose cf this manual is to familiarize the user

with the simulation and user inputs necessary to run the

simulation.

B. PROGRAN STRUCTURE

The simulaticn is a modular, menu driven progre.m coded

in FORTRAN. The software can be divided into five distinct

sections:
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1). the mair program

2). the inptt section

3). the comkat section

4). the command and control section

5). the graphical output section.

A brief description of all five sections and their major

subroutines is ircluded in this manual to aid a user in

understanding the simulation and to allow a user zo add new,

or to improve on the old subroutines.

1. The Aai 2ra%

The main program, along with the BLOCK DATA module,

has several impo.rtant functions. It initializes the RAMTEK

9400 to accept tie graphcial output, calls the major input

subroutine, the rajor combat subroutines, the command and

control subroutines, and the output subzoutines for both the

intermediate and end-of-battle displays.

The simulaticn uses common statements to pass param-

eters from subroutine to subroutine. The common statements

are broken down co that only the variables used by a

subroutine are ircluded in that subroutine.

The general flow of the program is shown in the

flowchart in Figvre A.1.
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Figure A.1 Flow Chart of the Main Program.
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2.- b t--_• _S•..9

There are two major subrovitines in the input ssction

of the program. The first is the subroutine INPUT. INPUT

displays the mE-rnt Titled 'Table of Variables and Current

Values' and allous tie user to change any variable

displayed. INPUT prcvides explanations cf all the program's

variables and, it a user decides to change the valie ot a

variable, it will insure the new value is within the vaLia-
I-

ble's specified zange.

The secor& major subroutine Is NODES. NODES first

displays the playing boara, then draws the approximate

seusiom range Lor -act BC outpost on. the p!•yina board, and

finally allows t.e user to enter the Red forces' route of.

attack, The user mýst use t'ie ?ANTEK's trackball when

designating the Bed's units attack route. After the usear

has entered the route of attt.ck, ND2S ensures that the Red

force wi-Ll. co;a to witht.r. hand-to-hani. combat ancgs of a

Blue force, thus assuting battle' teriination.

3. Ihge_;2mLigt Sectloa

The combat section includes force attritio'n Red

troop movement, band-to-hand combat, and force strength

update routines.

6P
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Force attrition calculations are done in thzee

subroutines. RAIT (Red attrition) cýIculates the expected

nuaber of Red units killed by the Blue units. BLATT (Blue

attrition) calculates the expected number of Blue Main units

killed by the Red force. The third subroutine BCATT (BC

outpost attrition) calculates the expected lcss of BC f

resources to RCC fire. In the routine FTOT, the true attri-

tion rate for the forces is calculated. TIE the

deterministic model is in effect, then te tzue attr•iticn

rate is set equal to the expected number of kills calculated

in RATT, BLATT, and BCATT. However, if the stochastic

version of the mcdel is in effect, then the true a--tzizion

rate is calculated using a log-normal, distribution.

The Red trooF movement is performed by the routine

MOVE. The routire MOVE moves the Red force along tae route

selected by the user. The routine HAND calculates the

results cf all hand-to-hand combat. Ani finally, the

routine UPDATE saves the data needed by the routines which

display the end-cf-battle results.

4. _The ComRnd and d_Coontrol Section

There arE three main routines used by the command

and control section. The three routines are DIST, C2, and
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CHANGE. DIST calculates the distance between all the unizs

on the playing bcard. The range between units is used ;n

all attrition calculations, and also in the transformation

calculations. Fcr each BC outpost, the routi:• C2 calcu-

lates the maximu, number of BU units to be transformed to BA

units during a game step. The routine CHANGE takes the

output of the C2 routine and for each Blue Main force calcu-

lates the actual number of BU units transformed to BA units.

5. rh la u !_C-in

There are two distinct graphical output displays.

The first is the intermediate battle results which are

displayed at end of every game step. This display is built

be several subroutines. The subroutines include BOARD,

LUTMEN, DELETE, rTSP¥Y, LTRSZE, CLRBD, and several minor

routines. The fcrce status reports shown at the bottom cf

the display are cenerated by the routines OUTI and OUT2.

The secornd graphical output is the Force Strength vs

Time plots. Ther:7. graphs are generated by the routine OT3
Sand displayed aftc combat terminatas. OUT3 calls several

minor routines wlich draw the axis (BAXIS) , scalas the data

(BSCALE), draws the break points for the forces (BRKPT), aud

ccnneci-3 the data points with a continuous colored line

(BL INE)
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C. THE INPUT DAIL

Prior to running the simulation, the user must

initialize the variables listed in the menu titled 'Table of

Variables and Current Values'. To aid the user all the

variables have been given default values. To change a vari-

able's initial value, or to obtain an explanation of the

meaning of the variable, the user simply enters the line

number associated with that variable. For example, the line

number associated with hand-to-hand combat range is 6.

After entering a 6, the user would receive an explanation of

hand-to-hand comtat range and then have the option of either

c±hanginq its prec-- nt value, or leav4 .. it unchanged.

The following is a list of all the variables, their

associated line rumbers, default values, and an explanation

of the meaning of the variable.

Lire Vari4ableNumber D fe~falt__Value -- Bxaianation of Variable

Number cf Fed Forces The number of active Red

Default: 2 forces. Each Red force

consists of RM and RCC

forces. There can be

either 1 or 2 Red forces.

2 Number cf Blue Forces The number of active BM

Default: 2 forces. Can have 1, 2,
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or 3 forces.

3 Number ef Blue Sensor The number of active BC

Outpost* (BC) outposts. Can have 0 to 6

Default: 2 BC active during a battle

4 Seed Used to generate a random

Default: 12345 number. Should be an

integer from 0 to 99999.

Variance If variance=0.0, then a

Default: 1.0 deterministic model is in

then stochastic =ndel is

in effect. The variance

indicates the magnitude

of variation in the

attrition rate.

The range is between 0.0

and 10.0.

5 Time Step (Min) The duration in minutes of

Default: 10.0 each engagement. Range

should be from 1.0 to 99.0

minutes.

Hand-Handad Combat Distance at which forces

Range (EM) change to hand-to-hand
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Default: 0.25 combat. The rai1ge should

less thar 1.0 KM.

7 Red Firing Bate Number of shots fired per

(rounds/min) shooter per miinutB by the.

Default: 5.0 RED forces. Rangc should

be from 1.0 to 10.0 shots.

8 Red Maximum Firing Distance at which Red

Range (MM) forces open fiae. Range

Default: 3.0 should be fzom 0.0 to 10.0

9 Red Protability of P:Dbability of kill for

Kill each shot fired. Rarge [
Default: 0.40 should be from 0.0 to 1.0.

10 Red Speed of Advance Speed at which Red forces

(KPH) move across the battle-

Default: 3.0 field. Range shoul d be

from 1.0 to 10.0 KPH.

11 Red Mair Split If YES, then RM units j
Firing Allowed will fire on all targets

Default: YES within range. If NO, then

RN will only fired on

closest BM force.

12 RCC Split Firing If TES, then RCC units

Allowed will fire on all, BC units
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Default; YES within range. If VO, then

RCC will fire on only

closest BC outpost.

13 RCC will fire at only If YES, then RCC will only

non-zerc BC outpost fire at BC outpost which

Default: NO have not been eliminated,

BC which have resources

graater than zero.

If No, then RCC will fire

at all identified BC

outpost. Even those which

have had their resources

reduced to zero.

14 Red Hen and Location The number of RK and RCC

Default: RI1 = 900, units initially active in

UCC1 = O0O, X 8.0, the first Red force and 4

Y = 3.0 their initial location.

RH and RCC should from 0

to 10000. The X and Y

coordinates should be

between 0.0 and 10.0.

15 Red Men and Locaticn The number of RH and RCC

Default: RM2 = 900, units initially active in
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RCC2 = 100, X = 7, 5, the second Red force and 4

Y = 7.5 their initial location.

RM and RCC should from 0

to 10000. The X and Y

coordinates should be

between 0.0 and 10.0.

16 Red Break Point The percent of losses

Default: 0.70 of Red's initial strength

at which Red would retreat

Should be less than 1.0.

20 Blue Firing Bate Number of shots fired per f
(rounds/min) shooter per minute by the

Default: 5.0 Blue forces. Range should

be from 1.0 to 10.0.

21 Blue Maximum Firing Distance at which Blue

Raige (EM) force open fire. Range

Default: 3.0 should be from 1.0 to 10.0.

22 Blue Speed of Advance Speed at which the Blu.

Default: 0.0 forces move. Not used in

version ef the simulation. 1 1
23 Blue Unaimed Probability The probability of kill

of Kill per shot of 'he BU units.

Default: 0.25 Must be from 0.0 to 1.0.
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24 Blue Sersor-himed The probability of kill

Probabiil.ity of Kill per shot of the BA units.

Default: 0.70 Must be from 0.0 to 1.0.

25 Blue Split Firing If YES, then BM units will

Allowed spread its fire equally

Default: YES among all Red within

range.

If NO, then BM units will

fire on only the closest

Red force.

26 Blue C2 Decision The time required by the

Time (MIN) Blue forces to respond to

Default; 5.0 the Red hostile action.

The range should be from

0.0 to 99.9 minutes.

27 Blue Men and Location The number of Blue unaimed

Default: BUI = 800, units initially active.

X = 4.0, Y = 4.0 BU should be less than

10000. The X and Y coor-

dinates should be between

0.0 and 10.0.

28 Blue Met and Location Same as line 27.

Default: BU2 = 800,
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X =3.5, ! = 6.5

30 Blue Break Point The percent of losses of

Default: 0.50 BIlXe'S initial strength

at which Blue would

retreat. Should be less

thin 1.0.

.. 40 Red Range Weight The importance of the

Default: 2.0 distance from the Red

fcrce to the reporting BC

outpost. Should range

between 1.0 and 10.0 where

1.0 means the nost 4impor-

tant factor and 10.0 means

the liast important factor

41 Blue Barge Weight The importance of the

Default: 10.0 distance from the Blue

force to the reporting BC

toutpost. Should range

between 1.0 and 10.0 where

1.0 means the most impor-

tart factor and 10.0 meLMs

the least important factor

42 BC outpcst Force, For each BC outpost the
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to Sensor Fange, Time on initial amount of

47 per Game Step, and resources (force)

Positior allocated to the outpost,

Default: BCI = 300, its maximum sensor range,

Sensor DaLge = 3.0, the percentage of a game

Time on = 1.0, step the outpost is active

X = 5.5, Y 4 4.5 and its position. Initial

BC2 - 300, unit strength should be

Sensor lange = 3.0, less than 9999.

Time on = 1.0, Haximum sensor range

X = 6.0, Y = 6.0 should be between 1.0 and

1I0.0. Time ,on should be

ibetween 0.0 and 1.0.

The X,Y coordinates should

be between 0.0 and 10.0.

The user indicates to the program that he has finished a

initializing the variables by entering a 99 at the keyboard.

After entering 99, the user can select the Red route of

attack. EnterinS the attack route has been simplified for

the user through the use of the RAMTEK's trackball. The I

user designates all turning points by moving the trackball

cursor to the hex where the turning point is to occur and

IJ
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depressinq the erter key on the trackball. The user can

designate a maxisum cf 13 turning points for each Red unit.

The Red force will travel in a straight line from turning

point to turning point. When the desired path of the Red

force has been entered then move the cu-sor into the red

area at the bottcm of the screen and depress tha qnter key

on the trackball.

On the second and all subsequent runs, the user is given

the option of entering a new route of attack or using the

previous route of attack. If the user selects to use the

previous route of attack, the Red force will start and

finish at the same Iccation as in the last run. Therefor-e,

the user should not change the I or Y coordinates of either

the Red force or the Blue force when electing to use the

attack route of the previous run.

D. OUTPUT

There are twc distinct high-resolution graphical

displays used by the simulation. One is the playing board

displays which ir.dicate unit position and strength at the

end of each game step and provide one of four different

status reports at the bottom of the screen. The other is

the Force Strengt.h vs Time plot which is available to the

user at the end cf a conflict.
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Piqures 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 ace examples of playing

board displays. Each picture shows the same point in time

of a battle but a different status report is displayed at

the bottcm of the screen. The user selects the status

report desired by placing týe tzackball cursor over the

letters representing the status report and depressing the

enter key. For example, to view the Blue Force Status

report the cursor is placed over the word 'BLUV' and the

enter key is depressed. To examine the BC Outpost Status

report the cursor is placed over the letters 'BC' and the

enter key is depressed. Wheen the user places the cursor

over the word 'MCDEL' and depresses the enter key, the posi-

tion and strength of all the forces for the next game step

is displayed on the playing board.

2. _qi;ce Strenatqn _vs Time Plots

At the erd of a battle, the user can build graphs

such as the one shown is Figure 2.9, To build a graph, the

use selects a force to be plotted. For example, to plot the

Blue total fighting force strength (BTI) vs time, the user

places the cursor over the letters BT1 and depresses the

enter key. A plct of force strength vs time will be made
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for the first Blue Main force. Spaced along the line will

be the letter in parenthesis next to the force selectsz-d, in I
this case the letter G. This feature allows the user tc

distinguish between lines of the same color. (The Red

forces have red lines and letters; the Blue fightirg forces

have blue lines and letters; the BC outposts have black ,

lines and letters.) Break points (a user input) a2e shown

on the total force strength lines only (RT1, RT2, BT12, BT2,

BT3). Break points enable the user to hypothesize what

would have happened had the units retreated upon reaching

their break point.

To clear the screen and repiot a force, the u.e

places the cursor over the words 'NEW PLOT' and depresses

the enter key. To terminate the plotting routine an. :-etu:*-n

to the beqinning of the next simulation run, the user places

the cursor over the word 'RETURN' and depresses the en-t er

key.

There is a maximum of 50 data points per line which

can be plotted ir this routine. Therefore, if a battle

simulaticn has mcre than 50 game steps, only the first 50

data points will be plotted,
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E. TO RUN THE SIMULATION

The simulaticii program is located in Spanegle Hall rýoom

500 on the POP 1 1/50 computer systemu To run the simula-

tion, the user must do the following:

1). Turn on the R&MTEK 9400. The ON/OFF switch is

located on tle front panel of the RAMTEK 9400 cabinet.

2). Turn on the RAMTEK 9400 keyboard, trackball, and

color monitor. All of the ON/OFF switches for these

devices are clearly marked on th.3 front of each d=-vice.

3). Log on to the PDP 11/5 system at any terminal

located in the room. The commands are

>HEL BENT

>password: BENT

(a system message is displayed)

>RUN BENT

(Note that tle > sign is a system prompt and that the

user only tyles the letters that are capitalized. The

lower case letters art displayed to the srceen by the

PDP 11/50 operating system.)

4). After ertering RUN BENT, the user must use the

RAMTEK keyboard and trackball to communicate with the

simulaticon. The program is interactive with step-by-

step directicns provided for the user.
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5). After the last simulation run, the user should log

off the system by entering the following command at the

terminal at which he logged on I

>BYE

To obtain a copy cf the source code, the user should

enter the following command prior to logging off the system

>&PENT

iI j
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IDEBIVATION OF ATTRITO-O EQUATIONS'

Suppose a Blue force conf~oi.--s a 'Red Force. Fur-ther,

suppose that Blue attacks Red an! d<,.is so without coordinov-

tior. (command and ccntroj.}, "Q, each 3 in Blueý picks a
member R in Red at random and fires at it indepeDdently of

the actions of the other B' s "n Blue. .ss:'u. that all Ps in

Red are equally likely to receive fir* fr on a siug e B.

Also, assume that the kill probability of T; Jgami :. "

given by the expression

Pb = Pu * exp(-SANGZ) -"* i

where RANGE is tie distance -Jfq;MjL :he Ziiz. L and the .1
receiving R and Fw is the proba-i.i \:' ýtll for the wetpon

fired. Further, let ndeote he = ate of 3.

Let K denote the raTAo!:iumber of Rs killed by the Bs

per engagement (cf duration N Then during the ergagement

of time \, the E fires *E shots. The number of Ps

killed, K, may be expressed as

K 11)+I) + .. + ~) .+ +(r (B.2)

* where R is the number of Reds receiving fire luring the

period, and the indicator random variable
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M1 if the jth R is killed by B fire

I(j) 1o otherwise

then the expected number of kills, E(k), is

R

E (K) = ( E (1(J)) R*E(I( (1) R*P (I (J) =1) (B.3)J=1

where P(I(j}}=1) is the probability of at !eaZ-t one kill

during the engagzent duration , assumed tc be the same

for each element of the Red force. If E(I(i)) can be

computed, then E (K) can be foumd.

First of all, it should be noted that the probability

that i of the B' S target the Jth R is given by thp binomri-21

i B-i
P. a.

V li

TheIn, given that a B is targeted on the jth R, the prob--

ability of at lerhst cne kill in an engagement of duration

is

I - (1 - h

Te'f:eorre the pobabi&City of at least one ki.l by i B's

f•t- i~depei[•dettlj is

1 - ((I-P.) " ) = I - Z (B.5)

where Z 4s the piobability cf no kills per engagement with

one B. lic
'B
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B
-- 1- ((Z * (1/R) + I- (1/R)) (B.6)

Since E(l(i)) = E(I(i)=1), then

E(Ilil))= I - (1-1(1/R)*(1-(11-Pb 2 ) (B. 7)

Than from equaticn (B.3), B
E(K) = R*(1 - (1 -(1/R)*(1- (1-Pb) )) (B.8)

Equation (B.8) is Equation (4.2) which is used in the

computer simulation to find the expected number of kills

from unaimed fired.

When B is firing on R with coordination, the experssion

for E(K) becomes

E(K) = B*(1 - (1-Pb) ) for B/R<_1 (B.9)

and

E(K) = R* (1 - (1-Pb) for (B/R) >1 (B.10)

Equation (B.9) assumes that one B per R is allocated for as

long as the B's last. Equation (B.10) assumes that (B/r)

B'S are allocated to each a , . gycment. N.o

account is taken of the fact that B/R is often not an

integer.

Equation (B.S) and (B. 10) are the aimed attrition equa-

tions of Chapter IV.
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HIM"
DERIUATICI OF THE STOCHASTIC ATTRITION RATE

Assume that E(t-1) represents the size of the Red fcrce

at the (t-1) •tep in time. Let A+ be the stochastic attri-

tion ra+e of the Red force by the Blue force at the t step

in time. Lst OT (t) be equal to the expected number of kills

(E(k)) of the Red force by the Blue force fouad by using 1
equations (5.1) , (5.3), and (5.4). An equation for R÷ will

Snov be developed based on a log-normal distribution.

| For a log-ioixaal distribution

2"'x = exp (b + SZ) (C- 1)

where

Z is a random veziant from a normal v0,1) dist-ibution

U is the mean

S is the stanadaL. deviation

The expected value of: X is -
E (X) E E(a xp (11 5, 'Z ) Z%

= exp (tG E (exp (,*Z))

-but nexp( j4*) exp(G.54 2)

Th'i refore,

!XI = txp(U 4 O.S*S2) (C-2)
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If the expected value of X, E(X) , is equal to the expected

number of kills Qr(t) of the aod force, then

E(X) Er(t)

and

In(Or(t)) = U + 0.5*Ez

and therefore,
TU = In(gr~t)) - .5*S2 (c-3)

The variance of X is

VAR(X) E(X 2 ) - (E(Xfl

Now E(X 2 ) = exp(2U + 2S2)

and (E(X)l 2 = exp(2U + 5)

Therefore,

VAf(X) = exp(2U +2S 2 ) - exp(2U ÷ SZ)

= exp(2U + S2)* (ex:p(S 2 ) - 1)

= (E(X))*(exp(S2} } •

For a Poisson Dictribution,

VAR(X)/E(X) = 1

Therefore, assuming poisson variability in kills,

1 = E(X)*(eXp(S 2 ) - 1)

and if gr(x) = £X) , th en

1 =or(4).*(eXp(S 2 ) - 1)

(exp (S2 ) - 1• = lr(t) 8
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S2  In (1 + 1/:.(t)) (C- 4)

and when VAE(X)/E(X) 0 1
then

S2 a VAE(X)*(ln 1 + I/Sr(t)) (C!-)5

and

S SQRT(S2) (c-6)

Finally, let k+ be equal to X in equation (C-i) and then

A+ = explU + S*Z) (C..71 )

where

U is the mean found in equation (C-3)

S is the standarl deviation found in equations (C-5) a

(C-6) and

Z is a random variate fron a normal (0,1) distributioz,

.1$9
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